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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a simple online multiple object (human) tracking method, LKDeep (Lucas-

Kanade feature and Detection based Simple Online Multiple Object Tracker), which can run in fast online

enough on CPU core only with acceptable tracking performance for embedded surveillance purpose. The

proposed LKDeep is a pragmatic hybrid approach which tracks multiple objects (humans) mainly based

on LK features but is compensated by detection on periodic times or on necessity times. Compared to

other state-of-the-art multiple object tracking methods based on ‘Tracking-By-Detection (TBD)’

approach, the proposed LKDeep is faster since it does not have to detect object on every frame and

it utilizes simple association rule, but it shows a good object tracking performance. Through experiments

in comparison with other multiple object tracking (MOT) methods using the public DPM detector among

online state-of-the-art MOT methods reported in MOT challenge [1], it is shown that the proposed simple

online MOT method, LKDeep runs faster but with good tracking performance for surveillance purpose.

It is further observed through single object tracking (SOT) visual tracker benchmark experiment [2]

that LKDeep with an optimized deep learning detector can run in online fast with comparable tracking

performance to other state-of-the-art SOT methods.

Key words: Object Tracking; LK Feature Tracker; Deep Learning Object Detection; Occlusion

Handling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given some object of interest marked in one

frame of a video, the goal of single object tracking

(SOT) is to locate this object in subsequent video

frames, despite object motion, changes in view-

point, lighting changes, size and shape changes,

other variations, and occlusion. Tracking multiple

objects in a scene becomes more difficult since it

should not only locate objects in frames but also

maintain object identities despite of object occlu-

sion, object missing/recovering, and object en-

trance/exiting in the scene.

Since Object tracking is an important task with-

in the field of computer vision applications such as

visual surveillance, traffic monitoring, human-

computer interactions, robot navigation, autono-

mous vehicle driving, biology and so on [3], it has

attracted intensive attention from researchers dur-

ing the last three decades [4, 5, 6, 7], and bench-

marking programs for SOT [6, 8] and MOT [1]

performance testing environments have been re-

porting testing results about tracking perform-

ances of the state-of-the-art SOT or MOT

methods.

Conventional detection free matching-based
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tracking methods such as Kalman appearance

tracker [9, 10], Lucas-Kanade (LK) feature tracker

[11], Particle filter tracker [12], and Color Mean

Shift-based tracker [10, 13] could not deal with

lighting changes, size and shape changes, other

variations, and occlusion properly, which usually

occur in real environments. Recent works on object

tracking based on correlation filter show excellent

tracking performance in SOT [14], but successful

application of correlation filter-based object track-

ing methods to MOT, especially under crowded

scenes has not been reported yet [15].

On the other hand, in detection based tracking,

called ‘Tracking-By-Detection’, objects are at first

localized in each frame and then via object hypoth-

eses, localized objects are associated and linked in-

to trajectories. In these TBD-based object tracking

methods, the performance of tracking accuracy is

heavily affected by the detection and association

results. Due to recent progress in reliable object

detections like deep learning-based object de-

tections, TBD approach has become the leading

paradigm in MOT as well as in SOT. In order to

resolve ambiguities in associating detected objects

and to overcome possible detection failures or in-

accuracies, many of recent works [16-22] process

video sequences in a batch mode in which video

frames from future time steps are also utilized to

solve the data association problem. However, such

non-causal systems are not suitable for online

tracking applications like real-time visual surveil-

lance monitoring, robot navigation and autonomous

driving. Most of the state-of-the art online MOT

methods reported in MOT challenge [1] utilize or

develop complicated association mechanism using

various feature cues. However, these excellently

performing online MOT methods based on compli-

cated association mechanism in addition to reliable

detection by deep learning are computationally ex-

pensive and not appropriate for embedded systems

like IP network cameras, PTZ cameras, and so on,

which either do not have GPU or have less power-

ful GPU.

Usually, surveillance application does not re-

quire strict accuracy in object detection and track-

ing much since intrusion detection and overall be-

havior analysis of objects are main concerns for

surveillance purpose. Thus, in visual surveillance

where real-time automatic monitoring is desirable,

real-time or fast processing becomes more im-

portant than in other application areas. Also, ac-

cording to recent study [23], at higher frame rates,

simple trackers such as correlation filters outper-

form complex methods based on deep networks.

Thus, exquisite association and complicated de-

tection mechanism with highly reliable but ex-

pensive computation do not always guarantee bet-

ter tracking performance under every environment.

In this paper, we explore a pragmatic hybrid ap-

proach to online multiple object (human) tracking

method for applications where real-time or fast

monitoring is desirable as in embedded surveil-

lance. Unlike TBD approach where tracking is ac-

complished by applying object detection for every

frame and linking the detected objects at every

frame via association, the proposed multiple human

tracking method, called LKDeep, basically tracks

human objects via a LK feature tracker but with

compensation by a reliable object detection at nec-

essary frame times. Lighting changes, size and

shape changes, other variations, and occlusion

during tracking may cause the LK feature tracker

to predict objects poorly or not reliably at all.

Unreliable prediction may cause object missing and

poor prediction may incur accumulation of tracking

errors. LKDeep reduces accumulated tracking er-

rors by readjusting tracking human object bound-

ing boxes periodically. Predicting object bounding

boxes in every 4th frame are readjusted via associ-

ation with detected object bounding boxes in the

frame. The association rule utilizes two simple

metrics; 1) distance between the predicting bound-

ing box and detected object bounding boxes and

2) motion direction information. Information for
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calculating two metrics is obtained from LK fea-

ture tracker and object detection. The feature cues

utilized in LKDeep such as predicting bounding

box, the number of LK feature points, and LK mo-

tion vector obtained by applying LK feature tracker

are simpler and less heavy computationally than

other exquisite but complicated feature cues uti-

lized in other state-of-the-art MOTs’ association

rules.

LKDeep detects object missing or object occlu-

sion by checking the number of LK feature points

and detected objects. When occlusion or object

missing is detected, then LKDeep tries to recover

the occluded or missing (human) objects in con-

sequent frames by associating prediction of oc-

cluded or missing objects with newly detected

objects. The association also handles effectively

object entrance/exit and reappearance.

Since LKDeep does not have to detect objects

at every frame, it can save object detection proc-

essing time which is not small if reliable but com-

putationally demanding object detection like deep

leaning-based object detection is employed. Also,

LKDeep does not use extra exquisite feature cues

for association except LK feature points and LK

optical flow extracted during LK tracking and de-

tected objects’ positions. LKDeep is pragmatic in

the sense that it does not require complicate feature

cues but adopts a simple rule for association so that

implementation is simple and fast online, which is

desirable for real-time surveillance application. For

further computational saving, LKDeep employs

pyramidal processing [25] for speedy search for

corresponding LK feature points, and FAST corner

point detector [26, 27] for the extraction of feature

points. Fast corner point detector is reliable but

faster to extract than Shi-Tomasi’s Good Features

to Track used in KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi)

tracker [28].

The organization of the paper is as follows.

Section 2 explains related work and Section 3 de-

scribes the proposed multiple object (human)

tracking method. Experimental results are given in

Section 4 and final conclusion follows in Section

5.

2. RELATED WORK
The aim of an object tracker is to generate the

trajectory of an object over time by locating its po-

sition in every frame of the video. Object tracker

may also provide the complete region in the image

that is occupied by the object at every time instant.

In many conventional detection-free object track-

ers such as Kalman appearance tracker [9], LK

feature tracker [11], Particle filter tracker [12], and

Color Mean Shift-based tracker [13], objects are

tracked via prediction of the object region and cor-

respondence by using information obtained from

previous frames. In the case of LK feature tracker,

it predicts a set of feature points across the video

frames and tracks objects by estimating object re-

gions based on predicted feature points. LK tracker

makes use of spatial intensity information to direct

the search for the position that yields the best

match. LK tracker, especially the LK(Lucas-

Kanade) tracker with pyramids [25], is faster than

traditional techniques for examining far fewer po-

tential matches between the images. LK tracking

usually considers two adjacent frames at a time,

and ignores nearly all the feature information of

previous frames. Furthermore, the LK features of

the tracking objects are affected by illumination

change, object shape or size change and environ-

ments change, and thus LK tracker alone cannot

handle variations of illuminations, object shapes,

object sizes effectively even if it may handle occlu-

sion [30]. Handling such variations can be helped

by object detection. Particle filter is the name given

to the sample-based (i.e., Monte Carlo) approx-

imation of the Bayes recursion. The particle filter-

ing-based tracking approach turns out to work

well, but it is computationally heavy and moreover

it suffers from occlusion, large deformation of the
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target objects and illumination changes that result

in the large difference between the current ob-

servations and the appearance model. Computatio-

nally, a deterministic approach like color Mean

Shift [13] is light and has been proven successful.

Mean Shift is a kernel based gradient descent pro-

cedure that finds the local maxima/minima of a

function. Even though Color Mean Shift is a very

efficient tracker, but it is also unable to cope with

occlusions. Recently correlation filter-based object

tracking methods [14] have been proposed.

Correlation filter-based object trackers model the

appearance of objects using filters trained on ex-

ample images. The target is initially selected based

on a small tracking window centered on the object

in the first frame. From this point on, tracking and

filter training work together. The target is tracked

by correlating the filter over a search window in

next frame; the location corresponding to the max-

imum value in the correlation output indicates the

new position of the target. An online update is then

performed based on that new location. In addition

to the incorporation of multi-channel features, the

correlation filter framework has been significantly

improved lately by including scale estimation,

non-linear kernels, a long-term memory, and by

alleviating the periodic effects of circular con-

volution. These improvements show excellent

tracking performance in SOT. However, successful

application of correlation filter-based object track-

ing methods to MOT especially under crowded

scenes has not been reported yet [15].

As opposed to SOT, MOT additionally requires

maintaining the identities among multiple objects.

Besides the common challenges in both SOT and

MOT, the further key issues in making MOT chal-

lenging include (but not limit to): 1) frequent oc-

clusions, 2) initialization and termination of tracks,

3) small size of objects, 4) similar appearance

among objects, and 5) interaction among multiple

objects. In order to deal with the MOT problem,

a wide range of solutions have been proposed in

recent years.

As in SOT, due to recent progress in reliable

object detection, TBD-based approach starting

from [32] has become the leading paradigm in

MOT. There, the major challenge is how to asso-

ciate noisy object detections in the current video

frame with previously tracked objects. The basis

for any data association algorithm is a similarity

function between object detections and targets. To

handle ambiguities in association, it is useful to

combine different cues in computing the similarity,

such as appearance, motion, location, and/or other

feature vectors either by manually extracted fea-

ture vectors like LK feature points or deep learning

trained feature vectors [18]. The performance of

tracking accuracy is heavily affected by the asso-

ciation results.

Object trajectories can be found in a global opti-

mization problem that processes entire video

batches at once. More mathematical modeling ap-

proaches such as network flow formulations [16],

continuous energy minimization [17] and proba-

bilistic graphical models [18] have become popular

frameworks of this type. However, batch process-

ing required for these methods are not applicable

in online scenarios where a target identity must be

available at each time step.

More traditional methods are Multiple Hypothe-

sis Tracking (MHT) [19] and the Joint Probabilis-

tic Data Association Filter (JPDAF) [20]. These

methods perform data association on a frame-by-

frame basis. In the JPDAF, a single state hypoth-

esis is generated by weighting individual measure-

ments by their association likelihoods. In MHT, all

possible hypotheses are tracked, but pruning

schemes must be applied for computational tract-

ability. MHT_DAM [21] and JPDA_m [22], which

are revisited versions of JPDAF and MHT re-

spectively under TBD scenario have shown prom-

ising results. However, the performance of these

methods comes at increased computational and im-

plementation complexity so that they have to be
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processed in batch mode.

In [1], benchmark results about the state-of-

the-art MOT methods are reported. Among them,

we survey and describe top ranked online fast

MOT methods with associated papers since we are

interested in online fast tracking, not batch mode

tracking in this paper.

‘Simple Online and Real-time Tracking (SORT)’

[33] is a pragmatic approach to MOT by consider-

ing MOT to be handled with main focus in associ-

ating objects efficiently for online and real-time

applications. In pragmatic spirit, SORT is similar

to the proposed LKDeep. SORT simply applies

Kalman filtering [34] to predict object positions in

the next frame and achieves object tracking by as-

sociating the detected object with the predicting

objects based on IOU metric which measures over-

lap between predicting bound boxes and detected

bounding boxes. Kalman filtering-based tracking

is less reliable but faster than LK feature tracker

since it predicts one center point or a few more

points for each object while LK feature tracker

needs to predict many feature points for each

object. SORT compensates weak reliability of

Kalman filtering by a very reliable but computa-

tionally heavy Faster Region CNN (FrRCNN) de-

tection framework [35]. Bounding box overlap alone

cannot handle occlusion effectively. DeepSORT

[36] overcomes the weakness of SORT with re-

spect to occlusion by replacing the association

metric with a more informed metric that combines

motion and appearance information learned by

convolutional neural network (CNN) so that it in-

creases robustness against misses and occlusions

and is able to track objects through longer periods

of occlusions by reducing the number of identity

switches effectively. However, more feature cues

increase computational cost.

Person in Interest (POI) [37] detects objects uti-

lizing Faster-RCNN detector [35], and implements

a simple online tracker, which uses Kalman filter

[34] for motion prediction and Kuhn-Munkres

Hungarian algorithm [38] for data association with

Reid feature from QAN [39]. EAMTT [40] pro-

poses an online multi-target tracker that exploits

both high- and low-confidence target detections in

a Probability Hypothesis Density Particle Filter

framework. High-confidence (strong) detections

are used for label propagation and target initializa-

tion. Low-confidence (weak) detections only sup-

port the propagation of labels, i.e. tracking existing

targets. Moreover, it performs data association just

after the prediction stage, and thus avoiding the

need for computationally expensive labeling proce-

dures such as clustering. MDPNN [41] presents an

online method that encodes long-term temporal

dependencies across multiple cues. In order to ad-

dress the challenge to accurately track occluded

targets or those which share similar appearance

properties with surrounding objects, it presents a

structure of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

that jointly reasons on multiple cues over a tempo-

ral window. CDA_DDAL [42] solves the online

multi-object tracking problem by associating

tracklets and detections in different ways accord-

ing to their confidence values. For more reliable

association between tracklets and detections, it al-

so proposes a deep appearance learning method to

learn a discriminative appearance model from large

training datasets, since the conventional appear-

ance learning methods do not provide rich repre-

sentation that can distinguish multiple objects with

large appearance variations. oICF [43] combines an

appearance model based on Integral Channel

Features with a simple motion model based on

Kalman filter in order to estimate change in posi-

tion and to smooth the trajectory. OVBT [44] pro-

posed an online variational Bayesian model for

multiple-person tracking. The computational effi-

ciency of OVBT is due to closed-form expressions

for both the posterior distributions of the latent

variables and for the estimation of the model

parameters. GMPHD_HDA [45] handles the false

detection by revising Gaussian mixture probability
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Fig. 1. The workflow of the proposed tracking method.

hypothesis density (GM-PHD) filter and handles

miss detection by a hierarchical tracking frame-

work to associate fragmented or ID switched

tracklets.

3. THE PROPOSED MULTIPLE HUMAN 
TRACKING METHOD

3.1 Overall Working Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the overall workflow of the pro-

posed online multiple object (human) tracking

method, LKDeep. The proposed method tracks hu-

mans in a scene by LK feature tracker in coopera-

tion with a object (human) detector like DPM [29]

(Version 5) (DPM_V5). As mentioned in Introduc-

tion, for experiments with respect to SOT,

YLSSOD (YOLO Simplified Single Object Class

Detector) is developed and utilized for single object

detection. Normally, LK feature tracker tracks hu-

mans (or object) by prediction based on feature

points and their optical flow motion, but when

tracked objects turn out to be missing or occluded

or at every 4th frame, a detector (DPM_V5 or

YLSSOD) is applied to resolve missing or occlu-

sion or to alleviate the accumulated tracking error.

When predicted bounding boxes are replaced by

detected bounding boxes, new feature points are

extracted from the detected bounding boxes and

LK tracker starts to predict human object bounding

boxes based on new feature points.

A) The Beginning Phase

In the beginning of the proposed tracking meth-

od, human objects (or a single object to be tracked)

are first detected by a detector. The bounding box

of a human (or other) object detected by the de-

tector is used to define a region of interest (ROI)

for feature extraction. LK tracker first extracts

feature points in each ROI by using FAST algo-

rithm [26, 27]. These feature points will then be

used for tracking purpose in the following frame.

Note that we make an assumption about object en-

trance (creation)/exit (termination) later in Section

3.3, but the assumption is not applied in the begin-

ning phase.

B) LK Tracking Phase

In LK tracking phase (left hand flow in Fig. 1),

when the new frame (current frame) comes in, LK

tracker predicts a feature point in the current (new)

frame which corresponds to each feature point in

the previous frame by searching an area around

the feature point in the previous frame based on

Forward-Backward error algorithm [24]. In pre-

diction, only if correlation between two points is

higher than a threshold, then the feature point in

the current frame is determined as the correspond-

ing feature point. If the number of predicted feature

points of an object is over a threshold (in this pa-
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Fig. 2. Cases in LK tracking phase.

(a) object bounding box is well predited, (b) object is 
missing, (c) objects are overlapped and the occluded 
object is not missing (d) objects are overlapped and 
the occluded object is missng

per, half of the number of feature points belonging

to an object in the previous frame), the object rep-

resented by the feature points are considered as in

tracked status. If not, the object is considered as

missing object. If an object is in the tracked status,

then the corresponding bounding box is predicted

as translation of the object bounding box in the

previous frame by a motion vector (Fig. 2(a)). The

translational motion vector is calculated as an

average of the all translational motion vectors be-

tween corresponding pair of feature points (Red

dotted arrow in Fig. 2(a)). The object bounding box

size is kept the same. The size readjustment of ob-

ject bounding box is reflected in object detection

phase. When the corresponding object bounding

box is predicted, LK tracker considers the pre-

dicted bounding box and feature points as reliable,

and continues to track based on these until the next

object detection time. If the corresponding object

bounding box cannot be predicted, LK tracker con-

siders the object represented by a bounding box

in the previous frame as missing (Fig. 2 (b)). If

an object is in missing status, then the motion vec-

tor is predicted from the previous motion vector

and previous velocity of the object, and is kept for

resolution of object missing in the future frames.

From the predicted object bounding boxes, one

can easily check whether object bounding boxes

are overlapped. Object occlusion can be classified

into three categories: self-occlusion, inter-object

occlusion, and occlusion by the background scene

structure. Self-occlusion occurs when one part of

the object occludes another. This situation most

frequently arises while tracking articulated objects.

Inter-object occlusion occurs when two objects

being tracked occlude each other. Inter-object oc-

clusion can be easily detected by checking over-

lapping among object bounding boxes. Self-occlu-

sion and occlusion by background scene structure

are hard to check. Object missing is determined by

checking the number of predicted feature points.

Inability of predicting feature points is caused by

occlusion or noisy environments.

If predicting bounding boxes are overlapped,

then the proposed tracking method considers that

occlusion happens (Fig. 2 (c) and (d)). When two

bounding boxes A and B are overlapped, then de-

termining which is occluder and which one is oc-

cludee is not important for tracking purpose. If an

object has enough number of predicting feature

points, then the proposed LKDeep method can con-

tinue to track (Fig. 2(c)). If not, LKDeep considers

the object is missing (Fig. 2(d)) and will keep

watching to recover it.

C) Tracking Readjustment Phase

The proposed tracking method, LKDeep is sup-

posed to readjust the object bounding boxes to

track by bounding boxes detected by the detector

applied at every 4th frame. Association of the new-

ly detected bounding boxes with the predicting

bounding boxes is done by calculating the shortest

distance among any bounding box pairs around the

predicting bounding box, and by checking motion

vector direction, which is explained in more detail

in Section 3.3.
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D) Missing Object/New Object Handling Phase

When a tracking object becomes missing, the

proposed method keeps predicting the position of

the missing object in the next frames, based on the

last tracked speed and direction of the object before

missing happens and assumes the same bounding

box size until the next detection phase. If missing

or occlusion happens, a detector will be applied at

the next frame.

A detector like DPM_V5 and YLSSOD performs

well but it costs computational time so that apply-

ing it as less often as possible is desirable for re-

al-time processing unless it is necessarily required.

However, it is observed that applying a detector

parsimoniously deteriorates tracking performance

of the proposed method seriously.

After object association of the newly detected

bounding boxes with the predicting bounding box-

es of objects in tracked status is processed, the re-

maining detected bounding boxes (if any) are con-

sidered as potential candidates for missing objects

or new objects or false positive results. The near-

est association process is applied on remaining

bounding boxes. If a remaining detected bounding

box has the shortest distance to the latest predict-

ing bounding box position of a missing object

among the remaining detected bounding boxes and

the distance is less than a pre-defined threshold,

then the remaining detected bounding box is de-

termined as the bounding box for the missing

object. After that association process is over, the

bounding boxes still left are considered as new ob-

jects if and only if they satisfy the assumption

about object entrance/exit (mentioned later in

Section 3.3). Otherwise they are considered as false

positive detection results and will be discarded. If

the number of detected objects are less than that

of predicting objects, the remaining unassociated

predicting objects are considered as missing but

still reliable to be kept to track. The missing object

handling phase can last no longer than over 10

consecutive frames. After 10 frames, if the pro-

posed method cannot still find the missing objects,

then these missing objects are marked as lost ob-

jects and they are not tracked anymore.

E) Tracking Speed

Common TBD approach first detects object

bounding boxes in every frames and associates de-

tected bounding boxes with previous objects.

Reliable deep learning object detectors like YOLOv2

[31] require pretty long processing time to

complete. Then, tracking method based on such

object detector is hard to achieve real-time proc-

essing in embedded systems. In our proposed

tracking method, with an aim for applying to em-

bedded system, we develop YLSSOD (YOLO

Simplified Single Object Class Detector), which is

the optimized version of Tiny YOLOv2, so that it

works reasonably fast with acceptable accuracy on

CPU only. Secondly, we construct the proposed

tracking method so as to apply YLSSOD at every

4th frame or when it is needed. Then, LK tracking

algorithm will do the rest. From profiling PC pro-

gram implementing the working flow of the pro-

posed method, it is observed that the time con-

sumed by the optimized YLSSOD is nearly 4 times

longer than the total time consumed by LK track-

ing algorithm. On the other hand, the LK tracking

of objects detected by YLSSOD during the next

consecutive 3 frames is observed to be acceptable

as long as object occlusion or object missing does

not occur.

3.2 YOLO Single Object Class Detector (YLSSOD)

YOLOv2 object detector [31] is well known for

faster multiple object detection processing speed

compared to other state-of-the-art object de-

tection methods. However, even Tiny YOLOv2,

which is a reduced version of YOLOv2 for further

faster processing, is still not fast enough on CPU

only so that it may not run in real-time in em-

bedded systems which are usually either not

equipped with GPU accelerators or equipped with
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less powerful GPUs.

For our purpose, object detector has to detect

only one class (human), unlike Tiny YOLOv2

trained to detect 20 object classes. Thus, we sim-

plify and optimize Tiny YOLOv2 more so that it

can run in real-time on CPU only. Our developed

human or one object class detector consists of 8

convolutional layers with less number of filters, 4

max pooling layers followed by an anchor boxes

and output detection layer. Although the human (or

one object class) detector developed for the pro-

posed human tracking method, YLSSOD, leads to

reduction of detection accuracy (increased false

alarm rate and missing alarm rate), it does not af-

fect the tracking performance of the proposed

tracking method, LKDeep, much since the devel-

oped YLSSOD performs satisfactory and applying

it at every 4th frame or on necessary events can

have opportunity to readjust alleviate accumulated

tracking errors due to imprecise object detection.

3.3 Object Tracking, Association, Missing, Creation 
and Termination

When the first frame comes in, human objects

(or other class object) are detected initially as

bounding boxes by a human (object) detector

(DPM_V5 or YLSSOD). Feature points inside each

bounding box are then extracted based on FAST

algorithm [26, 27].

In the proposed object tracking method, object

i at time t, 
 is identified by:


  








 (1)

where 
 represents its center location 


  of the

tracking bounding box 
 which is represented

by   where  ,  and  are the co-

ordinates of the left upper point, width and height

of the bounding box, respectively. 
 and 

 repre-

sent the object velocity and moving direction angle,

respectively. 
 is the set of feature points that lie

inside the object bounding box (or object ROI) 
 .


 is the variable denoting the current state of the

object: tracked, missing, and lost.

At the beginning when t = 0 or at restarting

time, 
 and 

 are all set to 0.

The set   
   is the set of all ob-

jects at time t. M is the maximum number of ob-

jects from the beginning until t.

During tracking, LK tracker predicts feature

points in the new image frame which corresponds

to feature points in the previous image frame.

Specifically, given a feature point     in the

previous frame, LK tracker predicts its corre-

sponding point        in the cur-

rent frame using the pyramidal implementation of

the LK feature tracking [25]. Forward-Backward

(FB) error checking [24] is adopted to make the

prediction result more reliable. By applying LK

tracker in the backward direction (from v to u),

the new prediction u' is obtained. The error is de-

fined by the Euclidean distance between the initial

point u and the newly obtained u':  ∥′∥.
Then, we determine the predicted feature point by

LK tracker to be reliable when   (5

pixels in this paper). Otherwise the predicted fea-

ture point is considered as not reliable and thus as

missing.

After corresponding feature points are predicted

for the image frame at time t, and if the number

of the predicting feature points are over a thresh-

old, then 
 , 

 are calculated from 
 and   



as follows:


 


  




  

 

(2)


  tan 


 


 

(3)

where the number of predicted feature points in 


is n, each feature point is indexed by 
  .

If not, 
    

 , and 
   

 .

The predicting bounding box of object i at time
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Association Rule

for 
  do

  arg


 (4)

if 


  (5)

and the moving direction of 
 is in the similar direction to 

 then (6)







 

end if

end for

t, 
 is calculated by 

  
 

 . During LK

tracking times, the tracking bounding box will be

set to the predicting bounding box 
 , that is,




 . If the number of success predicted fea-

ture points is over the threshold (in this paper, half

of the number of feature points belonging to an ob-

ject in the previous frame), then 
 is set to

‘tracked’. If not, 
 is set to ‘missing’. If missing

continues over consecutive 10 frames then


  and 

 is set to ‘lost’. During detection

times, the tracking bounding box is supposed to

be corrected by a detected bounding box associated

with the predicting bounding box.

During detection times, the association is ach-

ieved by utilizing 1) distance between the predict-

ing bounding box and detected object bounding

boxes, and 2) motion direction information, as

follows.

Let us denote the number of the detected object

bounding at time t as l, a detected bounding box

at time t as 
 . Also let us denote the

Euclidean distance between the centers of predict-

ing bounding box 
 and a detected bounding box


 as 


. The moving direction of an

object bounding box is said to be in the similar di-

rection to another object bounding box if their in-

tersection angle is less than  .

Now, the pseudo-code for association rule is

listed as below. That is, 
 is associated with ob-

ject  .

From the camera parameters, we can find the

scale of current field of view. Thus, to simplify

searching, only nearby objects within some dis-

tance are considered for the computation (4).

If 
 is a predicting bounding box of the miss-

ing object bounding box status at time t-1 , then

the missing object is recovered by 
. If there

are any remaining unassociated predicting bound-

ing boxes, then the corresponding objects are con-

sidered as missing at time t.

If also there exists a detected bounding box

which is not associated with a predicting bounding

box, then the detected bounding box object is either

a new object or a false positive. The unassociated

detected bounding box can happen when the num-

ber of objects detected in the current frame is larg-

er than that of the predicting bounding boxes. But

it can also happen even when the number of de-

tected objects are equal or less than that of the pre-

dicting objects because the adopted object detector

can detect false positive objects.

In this paper, we make a weak assumption that

there is no door or no big human objects or any

tracking object classes (larger than 50% of the field

of view (FOV)) appearing inside the FOV. Thus,

human or any tracking object classes can appear

or disappear only when they enter into or get out

of the FOV. Therefore, the unassociated detected

objects are determined to be new objects if they

appear near the four borders. Otherwise they will

be considered as false positive objects. Fig. 3
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Fig. 3. YLSSOD's result, ground truth and tracking result at frame 86 of PET'09 S2.L1.
(a) Ground truth (b) YLSSOD detection result (c) Tracking result of the proposed method

shows how the proposed method handles the false

positive result from YLSSOD. Green boxes in Fig.

3(a) represent ground-truth data, red boxes in Fig.

3(b) means YLSSOD detection results, and yellow

box in Fig. 3(b) indicates the false positive entry.

Fig. 3(c) shows the result of handling the false

positive by the proposed tracking method.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Environment

We tested the proposed method with respect to

MOT metrics, and we also tested it for single ob-

ject tracking environment since the proposed

tracking method can be also utilized for single ob-

ject tracking, which is more realistically pursued

in PTZ camera-based visual surveillance.

For evaluation for online multiple human track-

ing, we utilized MOT16 benchmark [7] to compare

the proposed LKDeep with the other online

state-of-the-art MOT methods listed in MOT16

results in [1]. MOT16 provides 7 testing video se-

quences; MOT16-1, MOT16-3, MOT16-6, MOT16-

7, MOT16-8, MOT16-12, MOT16-14. For details

about these testing video sequences including their

visual scenes, one may refer to [1].

For evaluation for single object tracking, we uti-

lized object tracking benchmark in [6] to compare

with the other state-of-the art visual tracker listed

in Visual Tracker Benchmark [2, 8]. Visual

Tracker Benchmark [8] provides TB-50 video data

set consisting of 50 video sequences. In this paper,

since we want to test whether LKDeep can track

a designated single object but also handle occlusion

effectively in SOT, we chose TB-50 video se-

quences with occlusion in [8], which consists of 28

video sequences among TB-50 ’s 50 video

sequences.

The workstation used for experiments is a PC

with Intel® Core™ i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 16GB

of RAM with GeForce GTX Titan X Graphic Card.

For MOT testing as well as SOT testing, we used

CPU only. GTX Titan X is utilized for training

YLSSOD which is used as detector for SOT.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology

In [6], for quantitative evaluation of single object

tracking, the precision plot and success rate plot

are suggested. One widely used evaluation metric

on tracking precision is the center location error,

which is defined as the average Euclidean distance

between the center locations of the tracked targets

and the manually labeled ground truths. Then the

average center location error over all the frames

of one sequence is used to summarize the overall

performance for that sequence. Precision plot pro-

posed in SOT performance benchmark [6] shows

the percentage of frames whose estimated location

is within the given threshold distance of the ground

truth. The reader should notice that the ‘precision’

concept in precision plot is different from ‘preci-

sion’ definition as in PASCAL measure [46] in ob-

ject detection. As the representative precision

score for each tracker, [6] uses the score for the

threshold = 20 pixels. Another metric is about ac-

curacy which is evaluated utilizing IOU between
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the tracking bounding box,  of an object and

the ground truth bounding box  of the object,

  ∪ 

 ∩ 
(6)

Then, to measure the accuracy performance on

a sequence of frames, one can count the number

of successful frames whose IOU is larger than the

given threshold  . The success plot shows the

ratios of successful frames at the threshold 

varied from 0 to 1. As representative accuracy

score for each tracker, one can use the area under

curve (AUC) of each success plot to rank the

tracking algorithms. The conventional way to

evaluate trackers under SOT environments is to

run them throughout a test sequence with initiali-

zation from the ground truth position in the first

frame and report the precision plot and success rate

plot. [6] refers this as one-pass evaluation (OPE).

However, a tracker may be sensitive to the initiali-

zation, and its performance with different initiali-

zation at a different start frame may become much

worse or better. Therefore, [6] proposes two other

metrics to analyze a tracker’s robustness to initial-

ization, by perturbing the initialization temporally

(i.e., start at different frames) and spatially (i.e.,

start by different bounding boxes). These tests are

referred as temporal robustness evaluation (TRE)

and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) respectively.

For multiple object tracking, MOT challenge [1,

7] suggests CLEAR metrics proposed by [47];

MOTA, MOTP, FAF, MT, ML, FP, FN, IDSW,

Frag, and Hz. If the tracked object is an actual tar-

get object, then the tracked object is called true

positive, and if not, then the tracked object is called

false positive. If the actual target is missed to track,

then it is called false negative. FP represents the

total number of false positives, and FN represents

the total number of false negatives. FAF means the

average number of false positives per frame. IDSW

(Identity Switch) counts the number of mis-

matched objects in a frame. If a tracked object does

not match its actual ground truth target, it is said

that its ID is switched. MT (Mostly Tracked tar-

gets) means the ratio of ground-truth trajectories

that are covered by a track hypothesis for at least

80% of their respective life span. ML (Mostly Lost

targets) is the ratio of ground-truth trajectories

that are covered by a track hypothesis for at most

20% of their respective life span. Frag is the total

number of times a trajectory is fragmented (i.e. in-

terrupted during tracking), and Hz is processing

speed (in frames per second excluding the detector)

on the benchmark.

MOTA (Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy)

measures three error sources: false positives,

missed targets and identity switches and is defined

as:

  


 




   

(7)

where t is the frame index and GT is the number

of ground truth objects. [1, 7] report the percentage

MOTA (-∞; 100] in MOT benchmark. Note that

MOTA can also be negative in cases where the

number of errors made by the tracker exceeds the

number of all objects in the scene.

MOTP (Multiple Object Tracking Precision)

measure the misalignment between the annotated

(ground truth) and the tracked bounding boxes and

is defined as:

 








(8)

where  denotes the number of matches in frame

time t and  is the IOU (6) between tracked object

i and its ground truth object at frame time t. MOTP

thereby gives the average overlap between all cor-

rectly matched hypotheses and their respective ob-

jects and ranges between  = 50% and 100%.

4.3 Experimental Results for MOT environments

Table 1 shows experimental results of the pro-

posed method with the public human object de-

tector (DPM_V5) in comparison with other state-
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Table 1. Comparisons to other online state-of-the-art MOT mothods in [1]

Online MOT

Method/Detector

MOTA

↑

MOTP

↑

FAF

↓

MT(%)

↑

ML(%)

↓

FP

↓

FN

↓

ID Sw

↓

Frag

↓

FPS

↑

Computing

Environment

POI/FrRCNN 66.1 79.5 0.9 34 20.8 5.061 55.914 805 3,093 9.9
i7-4790 (3.6GHz)

and GTX970

DeepSORT_2/

FrRCNN
61.4 79.1 2.2 32.8 18.2 12,852 56,688 781 2,008 17.4

2.6 GHz CPU and

Quadro M 6000

GPU.

SORTwHPD16/

FrRCNN
59.8 79.6 1.5 25.4 22.7 8,698 63,245 1,423 1,835 59.5 2.6 GHz CPU

EAMTT/Particle

filter-based
52.5 78.8 0.7 19.0 34.9 4,407 81,223 910 1,321 12.2 i7 3.40GHz

MDPNN16/Public 47.2 75.8 0.5 14.0 41.6 2,681 92,856 774 1,675 1.0
TITAN X, 3GHz

CPU

CDA_DDALv2/

Public
43.9 74.7 1.1 10.7 44.4 6,450 95,176 676 1.795 0.5 3.1GHz CPU

oICF_16/Public 43.2 74.3 1.1 11.3 48.5 6,651 96,515 381 1,404 0.4 2.30GHz CPU

OVBT/Public 38.4 75.4 1.9 7.5 47.3 11,517 99,463 1,321 2,140 0.3 2.53GHz CPU

GMPHD_HDA/

Public
30.5 75.4 0.9 4.6 59.7 5,169 120,970 539 731 13.6 3.5 GHz CPU

LKDeep/Public 32.3 76.4 0.2 5.7 62.1 1,193 121,333 953 943 32 3.4 GHz, CPU

of-the-art online MOT methods listed in MOT16

Results [48] of [1] against MOT16 testing 7 video

sequences. The overview of these sequences in the

MOT16 benchmark is explained in detail in [7], and

can be download from [1]. The tracking perform-

ance data of other online MOT methods in Table

1 are taken from [1]. The arrow ↑ shown in some

performance metrics in Table 1 indicates that

higher measuring score is better, and ↓ indicates

the other case. What each MOT method means is

well documented in [1].

In Table 1, MOT methods in the above white

rows operate with private detectors like FrRCNN.

MOT challenge [1] calls its provided human object

detector, DPM_V5 as the public detector, and call

other detectors as private detectors. Private de-

tectors adopted in online MOT methods in Table

1 are known to detect objects better than DPM_V5.

For the experiments in Table 1, we wanted to

investigate how the proposed simple online MOT

method can handle tracking by the simple associa-

tion and handle object missing/occlusion. Thus,

experimental results in Table 1 are mainly con-

cerned with comparison with other online public

MOT methods (in the below non-white rows). The

proposed MOT method, with respect to MOTA,

MOTP and other MOT performance metrics,

shows worse MOT tracking performance than

those of MDPNN16 [41], CDA_DDALv2 [42], oICF_

16 [43], and OVBT [44] except GMPHD_HDA [45].

However, the proposed LKDeep shows signifi-

cantly better processing speed compared to most

of other state-of-the-art MOT methods listed in

Table 1. Compared to other online MOT methods,

MOTA of LKDeep is lower, which is mainly due

to larger number of FN and IDSW. Definitely, FN

and IDSW are affected by detecting performance

of the adopted detector. That is why online private

MOT methods Table 1 show better tracking per-

formance, MOTA than those based on the public

detector. In this experiment, the proposed MOT

method, adopts a conservative DPM detection poli-

cy by choosing only positive confidence scoring

bound boxes as reliable human object bounding
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Fig. 4. Plots of OPE and TRE on TB-50 dataset. 
The representative score for each tracker is shown in the legend

boxes. By tuning out optimal confidence score

threshold, FN and IDSW will be made to have

larger decreasing rates than the increasing rate of

FP. Then, MOTA of LKDeep is expected to show

better tracking performance.

4.4 Experimental Results for SOT environments

In PTZ camera environments, single object

tracking is usually more demanding than multiple

object tracking since PTZ camera cannot track

multiple objects simultaneously. In this experi-

ment, we wanted to test how much the proposed

tracking method, LKDeep with a single object de-

tector, YLSSOD can effectively track single object

against TB-50 video sequences with occlusion.

TB-50 dataset consists of difficult 50 video se-

quences among 100 video sequences in TB-100

dataset. Contents of TB-50 and TB-100 dataset

can be seen in [8].

Fig. 4 shows the experimental results of OPE/

TRE precision plot and success plot of the pro-

posed LKDeep for single object tracking on TB-50

dataset in comparison with other state-of-the art

SOT methods listed in [2]. For the detailed in-

formation about each SOT tracker like CCOT(C-

COT), MDNet, and other tracker in the graph

means, the reader should refer to [2].

Fig. 4 shows the proposed method obtains the

precision at 73.9% (rank 9) and success rate at

62.6% (rank 7) in OPE compared to other state-of-

the-art algorithms. Meanwhile, since the proposed

method has re-initialize mechanism, the precision

and success rate in TRE are almost same as OPE,

at 72.3% and 62.9% respectively.

Comparison with respect to processing speed of

each tracker listed in Fig. 4. cannot be accom-

plished because processing speed information of

them are not publicly available. The proposed

LKDeep with YLSSOD detector is observed to

process frames over 23 fps for TB-50 video se-
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quences on i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz with 16GB of

RAM.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a simple online multi-

ple human tracking method which can run fast and

reliably on CPU core for embedded surveillance

purpose. The proposed multiple human tracker

runs faster than most of the state-of-art MOT

methods based on ‘Tracking-By -Detection(TBD)’.

In TBD–based MOT, a reliable but computation-

ally expensive deep learning detector is applied on

every frame. On the other hand, the proposed mul-

tiple human tracker mainly tracks objects based on

less computational LK feature tracker and read-

justs tracking objects by a simple association be-

tween the LK predicting objects and detected ob-

jects periodically or on necessary times.

Through experiments in comparison with other

MOT methods using the public DPM detector

among online state-of the-art MOT methods re-

ported in MOT challenge [1], it was shown that

the proposed online multiple human tracking meth-

od runs faster with reasonable tracking perform-

ance for surveillance purpose. It was also observed

that the proposed object tracker, LKDeep with an

optimized deep learning detector can run in online

fast with comparable tacking performance to other

state-of-the-art methods in SOT visual tracker

benchmark [2].

These experimental results imply that a simple

association with an optimized reliable detector can

be a practical solution to an embedded real-time

single object tracking application task with less

strict tracking requirement as one under a practical

PTZ surveillance camera without a competitive

GPU.
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